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      Denial, the liar’s last stand. (Denial, not just a river in Egypt) Open letter to Kent Madin, Episode 4 Well, Mr Madin, how are things working for you up there in the Bozeman Commentariat Pavillion? Had enough to drink, have we? I suppose that you’ll be immensely grateful for the Corona Lockdown, as it will legitimise what was until then a tragedy of your immobility, as just one more Pointless Pensioner with nothing to do and nowhere to go, waiting to die, with not one scintilla of purpose in life. Well, your self-appointed, self-important toxic criticism of others could, I suppose, be drafted in as a shadow purpose. But with your Trump-Twinning inhabiting of a fantasy world of your own imagining, shadow reality is no doubt a great comfort in a life as empty as yours appears to be. For our readers, who have encountered Mr Trump’s, oops, I meant Mr Madin’s, delusional rants (to many, they are indistinguishable, as all madness looks the same), whether on his cute little website, or poked unsolicited into their email inbox, the fact is that Mr Madin has reached, if not far exceeded, the end of his useful life and can only occasionally muster the energy to publish the odd defamatory message. Honestly, it’s like being savaged with a warm lettuce leaf. Firstly, he has nothing to say, and just keeps repeating his tired old delusions. Secondly, and someone really ought to tell him, nobody on earth cares what he thinks. That’s being generous and allowing that he does actually think. Thirdly, thanks to his tireless and tragically revealing self-promotion as a deranged ratbag, maintained in all directions over the span of a decade, he has carefully tuned literally hundreds of intelligent people around the world into being aware of precisely who he is and what a meaningless existence he suffers. It is safe to say that every one of these arbitrarily selected individuals he pitifully bleats at is a fully employed professional with an actual real life! Unlike Mr Lonely-Madin who must be one of the saddest males (sorry, I can’t use ‘men’ in his case) on earth. Here, have a sympathetic pat on the head, old dear. It’s OK, I’m wearing anti-Covid gloves. And when I say ‘old’, folks, I mean in terms of life force and usefulness. A dead battery headed for the bin still looks like a real battery, it’s just that it has no more usefulness. And furthermore, a dead, spent battery is actually quite toxic and will quickly destroy its host (radio, torch, camera, etc.), if left in contact. In fact, exactly like Mr Madin, hiding in his basement quietly poisoning as many people as he can before he too hits the bin. Poor Mr Madin has nothing left; he’s just an empty husk of irrelevance because? Well, because unless there are others around who can organise his life for him, and direct his mal-functioning mind, he appears incapable of doing it for himself. Witness his attempts to violently inject himself into the lives of others. No Mr Madin, it’s not quite the same thing as having one of your own. I was going to use this edition to detail Mr Madin’s extensive use of fake identities in his stalking and harassment of strangers, along with his intriguing penchant for posing as women. But, do you know what? Today I simply can’t be arsed. It can wait until tomorrow. The facts are what they are. And, Mr Madin, denial is the liar’s last stand, and not just a river in Egypt. Thrice exonerated cyberstalker? Well, as the FBI agent clarified, denial confirms guilt. So, until Edition 5, full of surprises, have another calming JD. 
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